Calaer Marine add-on kit
manual
2kW Calaer air heater
4kW Calaer air heater

1. Introduction and scope

1. Introduction and scope
The Calaer marine add-on kit is designed to be used with the Calaer air
heater. This kit provides all the parts needed for marine installations.
The purpose of this manual is to give additional instructions and guidelines
for marine installation. This manual is a supplement to the Calaer heater
installation manual and must be read together.

The heater installation manual must be consulted with this marine
add-on kit manual.

Selection of accessories for installation can be found in Calaer accessories
list for marine vessels.
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2. Safety information

2. Safety information
Please read this chapter carefully before proceeding with the installation!

Improper installation or repair of the heater can cause serious accidents
including fire and potentially deadly Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions that
may result in serious injury or death. The Calaer heater is designed to
minimize the risks as much as possible. Nevertheless, due to different
installation positions like confined spaces there is a risk of Carbon
monoxide poisoning that may cause serious consequences to health if the
heating system is installed improperly. Therefore, it is extremely
important that you read the heater main installation manual thoroughly
before starting to plan and execute the installation process.
If you have any questions or concerns about the installation or the
operation of the heater do not hesitate to contact our customer service.
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2. Safety information

Warning!
Risk of drowning – When drilling through bulkheads and hulls make
sure that you do not puncture the vessel under the water line., this may
result in significant water intake.
When installing the heater always identify an escape rout in case of an
emergency

Attention!
•

Always follow the instructions in the installation manual and heed all
warnings.

•

Always turn off the heater when refueling or when in a refueling area.

•

It is the installers responsibility to ensure that the installation of the
heater, combustion air and exhaust system, fuel system and air ducting
is performed according to all country specific regulations.

Warning!
Installation of a diesel heater in GASOLINE powered vessels requires
professional knowledge and must meet special installation requirements
and restrictions. For safety reasons the installation is only allowed by
certified Calaer installation centers. The installation must comply with all
country specific regulations (EU regulations, American Boat & Yacht Council,
U.S Coast Guard regulations etc.).
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3. List of items

3. List of items in Marine add-on kit
Item

Description

Quantity

Units

Air duct 60 or 90 mm
for 2 and 4 kW heaters respectively

4

m

Air outlet vent 60 or 90 mm
for 2 and 4kW heaters respectively

1

pcs

Silicone Coated Exhaust Lagging

2

m

Through hull fitting

1

pcs

Duct clamp 50-70 or 80-100mm
for 2 and 4 kW heaters respectively

2

pcs

Mounting L-bracket

1

pcs

Ducting K or Y branch

1

pcs
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4. Needed tools

4. Needed tools
On top of the tools listed in the installation manual you need additional drill
heads and fastenings for mounting the exhaust through hull fitting in marine
installations.

•

35 mm – Straight Exhaust through hull fitting

•

45 mm – Angled Exhaust through hull fitting

•

M4 Bolt, nut and washer for angled exhaust
through hull fitting (4 sets).

•

M5 Bolt, nut and washer for straight exhaust
through hull fitting (3 sets).

•

M6 Bolt, nut and washer for L bracket
fastening (4 sets).
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5. Installation position

5. Installation position
The heater should be placed in a dry and protected location.
When choosing the best position for your heater keep in mind the
maximum boat inclination.
When selecting the location, first consider all aspects listed in the main
installation manual.

In marine applications, you need to consider the inclination of the boat and
therefore we suggest that the heater should not be mounted at angles
greater than 70° degrees with maximum short term deviation of +/-35°
degrees

5.1 Mounting and fastening
The attachment point for the heater should be on a strong bulkhead, thin
bulkheads may need additional supports to ensure safe mounting.
L shape bracket is provided with the Marine add-on kit. The bracket is
designed so that it can be mounted on both sides. One side is longer than
the other to give more options for installation.
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5. Installation position

Figure: L bracket long and short edge measurements
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5. Installation position
The bracket is suitable for both 2 and 4 kW heaters and can support the
heater in all directions.
Fasten the bracket securely to the bulkhead. Make sure that the mounting is
strong and can withstand vibration and any other “shock” resulting from the
movements of the vessel. It may be necessary to add reinforcements and
washers below the fastening bolts

Warning!
Risk of drowning – When drilling through bulkheads and hulls make
sure that you do not puncture the vessel under the water line.
Drilling through hull below the water line will result in significant water
intake and can cause the vessel to sink. Check the drilling location and
have leak sealing equipment at hand before you start. Familiarize
yourself with possible escape routs.
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6. Combustion air and exhaust system

6. Combustion air and exhaust system

10.1 Combustion air intake
Make sure that the combustion air intake is drawn from outside or from a
well ventilated room. Avoid taking combustion air from the boats main
engine room. Place the air intake in a location that is protected from water
splashes.
In marine vessels it is important that the air intake is mounted with a gooseneck bend just before the heater. In the bottom of the goose neck make a
small drainage hole (5 mm or 3/16 inch) that will allow water to escape the
line before reaching the heater.
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6. Combustion air and exhaust system
10.2 Exhaust system
The heater comes with 2 meter (3.2 feet) long flexible exhaust line. The
Marine add-on kit provides a through hull fitting. The fitting is available in 3
versions: Straight, Tilted and Angled fitting.

If possible place the through hull fitting to the aft of the vessel. This protects
the exhaust outlet from strong winds that may cause the heater to
malfunction. The fitting needs to be positioned at least 30 cm above the
water line. Make sure to place the exhaust with a “gooseneck” bend to
avoid water intake to the heater.
When using the angled or tilted through hull fitting, place the fitting so that
the pipe socket is angled upwards. This minimizes the risk of water ingress
to the heater.

The through hull fittings should never be closed/covered and selfopening flaps are not allowed.

Warning!
• The exhaust hull fitting is not allowed to be placed on a horizontal
surface.
• Adequate distance is required around the exhaust system to prevent
interference with other parts of the vessel e.g. steering and throttle
cables, fuel lines, electrical cables, fenders, ropes etc.
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6. Combustion air and exhaust system

Figure: Straight through hull fitting dimensions

Figure: Angled through hull fitting dimensions
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6. Combustion air and exhaust system

Figure: Tilted through hull fitting dimensions

Exhaust insulation
The Marine kit comes with heat insulating silicone coated exhaust lagging.
This lagging is designed to insulate the exhaust line and protect the
surroundings from excessive heat.
The American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) Requires the surface
temperature on all parts of the heater to be under 180°F (82°C). To achieve
these surface temperatures, we suggest to use the well-insulated exhaust
line available as accessories for Calaer heaters.

Fastening of the exhaust line
When fastening the exhaust line to the heater apply exhaust paste on the
end of the tube and around the outside of the exhaust fittings.
Mount the exhaust line in place with the supplied brackets and make sure
that it is secure to withstand vibrations and other movements of the vessel.
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7. Heating air system

7. Heating air system

The marine kit provides 4 meters of air ducts. The provided air ducting is
compressed and needs to be stretched to reach the full length.

Consult main installation manual
When planning the installation of the air ducts consult the Calaer
installation manual for all installation requirements, limitations and
useful tips.
The heater is usually placed in the aft of the vessel and air ducts can be
directed alongside the hull to different compartments in the boat. The air
ducting can be divided into several branches.
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7. Heating air system
The maximum length and number of outlet ducts for the 2 and 4 kW
systems are listed in the table below:
Heater type
2 kW heater

Maximum inlet ducting
2 m (ɸ 60 mm) + vent

4 kW heater

2 m (ɸ 90 mm) + vent

Maximum outlet ducting
6.5 m (ɸ 60 mm) +
3 outlets with vent
10 m (ɸ 90 mm) +
5 outlets with vent

Decreasing the diameter of the air ducts or exceeding the maximum
limitations on the ducting can cause the system to overheat.
Possible examples of heating air systems:

Figure: 2 kW heater installation example * NCV- Non-Closure vent

Figure: 4 kW heater installation example * NCV- Non-Closure vent

Warning!
Risk of overheating: The air intake and at least one outlet vent must
be non-closable.
Different outlet duct branches and fittings are available in the Calaer
accessory list.
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8. Fuel system

8. Fuel system
Specific requirements may apply in different countries for fuel tanks and
fuel systems, consult your local authorities.
The installation instructions for the fuel system are given in the Calaer
heater installation manual. The marine add-on kit manual gives additional
tips and guidelines.

Fuel tank
For marine application, the fuel can be extracted from the boats main
engine fuel tank or from a separate fuel tank. The heater must have its own
fuel pick up point that is not affected by any other equipment.

Caution!
Do not connect the heater to the engine main fuel line with a ”T”
connection.

Fuel pump and fuel filter
The fuel pump should be placed in a dry area where it will not be in direct
contact with salty water. The fuel pump should not be positioned in a
location where bilge water may collect.
The fuel pump should be mounted to a bulkhead with the provided bracket.

Warning!
• Fuel lines must be placed and fastened to avoid any damage from
moving parts in the vessel.
• Make sure that the fuel lines are protected from any excessive
heat source.
• Do not fasten or route the fuel line close to the steering and
throttle cables and shafts.
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9. Electrical system

9. Electrical system
The electrical system of the heater consists of the heater unit, main wire
harness, individual cables for fuel pump and temperature sensor.
The specification of the electrical system is given in the Calaer installation
manual.
Avoid exposing the electrical cables and connectors to outside environment
with salty water spray.

Installing the temperature sensor
In a marine application we suggest to mount the temperature sensor in the
middle area of the heated cabins. The heater will regulate its heating power
to keep the selected temperature on the control knob.
Extension cables can be added to the temperature sensor to reach the
desired location. Extra cables are available in the Calaer accessory list.

Control knob installation
The control knob should be mounted in a dry and protected location. The
best location would be with other control instrumentation inside the cabin
or on the bridge.

Power connection
The power supply cable can be extended to reach the heater and the
requirements for the extension cables are given in the Calaer installation
manual.
When the vessel is not in use for a longer period of time we suggest to
disconnect the battery connection.

.
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10. Operating instructions and troubleshooting

10. Operating instructions and
troubleshooting
The heater is operated by a control unit. This control unit can be the
controller knob, timer or a remote controller. The control knob sets the
desired temperature and the timer and remote controller can be used to
turn the heater on and off.
The operation instructions are given in the Calaer installation manual.
For marine application we strongly suggest to run the heater once a month
for 15 minutes to renew the fuel in the system. If the heater has been
standing still for a long time the fuel inside the lines and pump may degrade
causing the fuel pump and the heater to malfunction. In this case replace
the old fuel and rinse the fuel lines.
For further troubleshooting consult the installation manual.
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Information in this manual is subject to change without notice, the
latest updated manual can be found on our website at
www.calaer.com

Calaer Heating Technologies AB
Skalholtsgatan 9, 16440, Kista
Sweden
www.calaer.com
Product numbers:
100083, 100084, 100111, 100112
100075 to 10078, 100114 to 100117
Book: 334-000867-002

This product complies with ABYC standards

